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NAVY SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

Captain John W. Newell, USN
Program Manager, Satellite Communications

Code PME106-1, Naval Electronic
Systems Command, Washington, D.C.

ABSTRACT

The significant advantages of quality and capacity, offered by Satellite Communications
are now fully recognized throughout the Navy and DOD. Efficient use of the vital UHF
SATCOM links is evolving as challenging command and control requirements are being
met through micro-processor based system engineering. Extension of Navy SATCOM
developments into the SHF and EHF portion of the spectrum offers further advanced
capabilities to meet increasing tactical and strategic C3 requirements including anti-jam and
LPI wartime capabilities. This paper reviews the several Navy SATCOM programs in
being and in development to provide space age improvements in communications for the
Fleet.

INTRODUCTION

In the early 1970s the Navy was convinced by early test and evaluations of the excellent
potential of satellite communications to meet communications requirements using UHF
relay satellites, shipboard terminals and automated computer controlled networks. Since
then significant gains have been achieved in tactical satellite communications to provide
reliable support for Command and Control of our Global Naval forces. The Navy
SATCOM system has grown rapidly as increased demand for these invaluable links has
confirmed their projected value to tactical and strategic operating forces. To meet the
growing demand, space segment (satellite) acquisition plans are being extended into the
1990’s to insure orbital relay support for the broad distribution of nearly 1000 UHF
SATCOM terminals on ships and submarines of the Fleet. Further extension of Navy
SATCOM capabilities is currently programmed to take advantage of the greater
bandwidths available using the SHF and EHF portion of the spectrum. To provide the best
perspective, an overview of the current and planned Navy satellite communications is
outlined on a system basis in the following sections on Navy UHF, SHF and EHF
SATCOM programs.



UHF SATCOM - SPACE SEGMENT

The spaceborne segment, i.e., the satellite portion, of the UHF SATCOM system includes
three different types of satellites, each compatible with existing Navy shipboard and shore
based equipment. After a brief description of these satellites, the UHF SATCOM
equipments and various link or channel usage will be addressed. The Navy has leased
three UHF relay transponders on GAPFILLER (MARISAT) satellites since 1976, when
UHF SATCOM terminals were first being introduced into the Fleet. The three satellites,
still in service, have filled the interim Navy SATCOM user needs until the FLTSATCOM
series of satellites became available. The FLTSATCOM satellites (called FLTSAT) are
now deployed in a worldwide constellation of four geosynchronous satellites. The fourth
FLTSAT satellite was launched in October 1980, and a fifth, spare FLTSAT was deployed
on August 6, 1981 to insure continuity of service of the FLTSAT constellation into the
mid-1980’s. The FLTSAT satellite is a highly complex satellite weighing over 2300 lbs on
orbit. It provides 23 channels of communications support to Navy and other Department of
Defense units worldwide. In order to meet requirements to serve a variety of small, mobile
users, the satellite design features complex hard limiting relay transponders and on-board
processing capabilities. Each satellite is made up of nearly 60,000 piece parts to provide
appropriate redundancy for reliable extended on orbit life. Based on current on orbit
performance to date a FLTSAT satellite life is now projected beyond five years.

Following the initial series of five FLTSATs the Navy is pursuing two complimentary
satellite acquisition courses to insure continuity and capacity in support of UHF SATCOM
user needs well into the 1990s. Funding for three additional FLTSAT satellites is being
requested in support of increased Department of Defense needs as well as specific Navy
continuity requirements in the mid-1980s. In addition, following congressional direction in
the 1978 appropriation act, the Navy as Executive Agent for the DOD has contracted for
five years of leased worldwide UHF satellite communications service at four geostationary
orbital locations. This service will be provided by satellites called LEASAT. When
combined with the addition of a ground system enchancement of a particular SATCOM
channel availability and capacity, this satellite service provides the same basic spaceborne
support capabilities for Navy needs, as FLTSAT. This ground system enchancement,
called DAMA, is addressed in this paper in the next section. The LEASAT satellite is
unique in that it is optimally designed for Space Transportation System, (Shuttle), launch
as compared to previous FLTSAT satellites, which are Atlas/Centaur rocket launched.
This optimization relates to Shuttle prorated launch costs based on the greater of either the
satellite proportionate length in the 60' Shuttle bay or proportionate weight vs a 65,000
total Shuttle payload lift capacity. LEASAT will weigh about 15,000 lbs in the Shuttle bay
(2900 lbs at beginning of life, on final orbit) and is optimized to occupy about 15 feet in
length. Because of about a two-year delay in Shuttle launch availability, LEASAT is now
planned for deployment in support of Navy UHF SATCOM space segment needs over a



three-year period commencing with an initial LEASAT satellite Shuttle launch scheduled
for early to mid-1984.

Although the satellites are considered primarily orbital UHF relay systems, the
FLTSATCOM and LEASAT satellites also contain a on board SHF Fleet Broadcast
processor to provide an anti-jam protection for a Navy worldwide fleet broadcast to all
ships. The SHF uplink is ultimately crossbanded in the satellite to a UHF downlink to
facilitate shipboard reception, using smaller, lower cost UHF terminals.

UHF SATCOM SYSTEM - GROUND SYSTEMS

The Navy has established a broadly distributed UHF SATCOM system to take full
advantage of the merits of satellite communications to and from its mobile ships and
submarines. As mentioned, each surface ship is equipped with a Fleet Broadcast Receiver,
AN/SSR-1, to provide the capability to receive a UHF fleet broadcast downlink which
may be originated from any of five major shore based communications stations. Ships and
submarines of the Fleet are further equipped with AN/WSC-3 UHF SATCOM terminals
for half duplex send and receive capability using one of ten available FLTSAT satellite
Navy relay channels in the 240 to 400 MHz UHF frequency band. The efficiency of the
satellite channel use has been greatly improved through the use of minicomputer
microprocessor based digital information exchange systems called IXS. Through proper
channel protocols, handshaking, store and forward, user polling and message processing
and routing techniques, an order of magnitude improvement in daily communication with
the Fleet has been realized. IXS have been developed to handle a variety of operational
needs including submarine communications, anti-submarine warfare (ASW), secure voice,
tactical intelligence and over the horizon targeting netting, to mention a few.

UHF DAMA

Increased efficiency in the use of the Navy teletype, digital voice and data communications
via a 25 KHz UHF satellite channel has also been achieved through the development of
Demand Assigned and Multiple Access (DAMA) techniques. Multiple users and networks
are coordinated through store and burst techniques to achieve a virtual 5:1 increase in
information through-put over nominal baseband levels. DAMA multiplexes a number of 75
to 4800 bps circuits at burst transmission rates of 2.4 to 32 Kbs. DAMA also minimizes
the effects of radio frequency interference (RFI) and other SATCOM link anomalies
through special data interleaving and convolutional coding. Modification of various
existing dedicated SATCOM IXS link capabilities is in progress to take full advantage of
DAMA efficiencies when equipment is introduced into the Fleet in the 1984 time frame.



SHF SATCOM SYSTEM

The Navy is developing a lightweight AN/WSC-6 SHF SATCOM terminal for limited
distribution to selected Navy ships in the early 1980’s. SHF satellites which are a part of
the Defense Communications System (DSCS) will be used to provide increased capacity,
and anti-jam protection for Fleet communications. The use of SHF SATCOM provides
connectivity for ships and shore stations in various networks and systems including DSCS,
worldwide military command and control system (WWMCCS), NATO and Ground
Mobile Forces (GMF). Concurrent development of proper shore based communications
support systems and network control compatible with the DSCS real time adaptive control
system (RTACS) is also in progress. This will permit efficient interface with the various
DOD SHF SATCOM networks and proper employment of the DSCS SATCOM channel
capacity assigned during periods of jamming stress. The AN/WSC-6 terminal is currently
completing an extensive at sea evaluation in the Pacific and Indian Ocean. Production of
the first terminals is programmed for SURTASS platform use in 1983. The AN/WSC-6
terminal employs a graphite-epoxy structure to achieve a 4 foot antenna weight of
approximately 500 lbs. An 8 KW HPA and GAS FET LNA are other significant
components of this terminal which will be used in the 7.25 to 8.25 GHz SHF portion of the
spectrum.

EHF SATCOM SYSTEM

In order to achieve an effective wartime SATCOM system, suitable for submarine, surface
ship, and aircraft use, Navy is commencing full scale development of SATCOM terminals
which will operate in the EHF portion of the spectrum. Small, affordable terminals and a
distributed satellite system will provide a jam resistant and low probability of intercept
capability for long haul and intra-task force communications requirements. The EHF,
AN/USC-38 terminals are planned for a variety of surface ships, submarines and ultimately
aircraft for tactical and strategic SATCOM connectivity. A processing package on board a
host satellite will be used initially in the 1986 time frame to permit test and evaluation and
initial operation of Navy terminals. The system will use 43.5 - 45.5 GHz uplink EHF
frequencies and crossbanding to 20.2 to 21.2 GHz SHF downlink frequencies.
Continuation of the UHF downlink is also planned to provide for extended full system
connectivity during a transition of the Navy SATCOM system to the newer EHF type
terminals. Distributed control with the satellite as the central node is planned and
ultimately crosslinking between satellites will relieve the EHF system of dependence on
shore support and control. With the advantages of the new technology involved, EHF
SATCOM offers exciting opportunities for smaller components and greater spectrum
availability for wartime needs. Early 1976 experiments and flight demonstration using the
MIT Lincoln Laboratory Experimental satellites, LES 8 and 9, and an EHF terminal
deployed on a submarine have proven the feasibility, and initial concept validation has



confirmed the merit of going to the EHF frequencies for Navy SATCOM improvement.
The Navy EHF SATCOM Program (NESP) remains in the lead role in EHF R&D in the
Department of Defense. Significant interoperability and compatibility system engineering
issues are being well coordinated with the other services to insure joint service EHF
SATCOM requirements are met with common satellite payload characteristics. The
flexibilities being built into common shipboard, aircraft and submarine terminals and
spaceborne packages will insure long term system benefits and reduced life cycle costs
through commonality of design and component/ subsystem selection.

CONCLUSION

An order of magnitude improvement in Naval communications has been achieved over the
past five years as the Navy UHF SATCOM system reaches full operational capability.
Projected further development of SHF and EHF SATCOM systems will incorporate many
technological improvements and provide significant protection and flexibility in the future.
By the 1990s a total wartime SATCOM capability will be phased in to further support
expanding Navy requirements. The inherent physical and operational advantages of EHF
SATCOM coupled with expanding joint Service interest and improved payload capabilities
through Shuttle deployment, present invaluable opportunity for continued exceptional
performance of Navy Satellite Communications.


